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Abstract:
NaF has been considered as material for the electron extraction layer in organic photovoltaic
(OPV) devices. Thin layers of NaF were evaporated onto PCBM and P3HT thin films. The
chemical state of NaF was observed for various layer thicknesses via X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) for a very low deposition (~1Å) layer, a thick 30Å layer, and also for
sequential depositions of the salt. The chemical states were also mapped at different surface
depths via angle resolved XPS (ARXPS) measurements. NaF was not found to dissociate,
however an extra chemical state in fluorine was observed on all samples and it is suspected that
incidental non-stoichiometric clusters were deposited along with the expected NaF monomer
units. The electronic properties of the valence band (VB) were determined via UVphotoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and metastable induced electron spectroscopy (MIES) for a
range of thicknesses with the sequential depositions up to the nominal value of 30Å NaF. The
interfacial dipole was investigated and was seen to be affected by the deposition method of the
salt and also by the salt layer thickness. Concentration depth profiles were obtained via neutral
impact collision ion scattering spectroscopy (NICISS) and it is believed the salt layer is forming
as islands with some diffusion.

Introduction:
LiF has been a predominant choice for interfacial layers between the organic active layer and
an electrode in organic photovoltaic (OPV) device and organic light emitting diode (OLED) to
enhance charge injection to the electrode. The electronic properties of the interface layer have
been investigated. It was found that LiF diffuses into Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM) and Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT).1-2 The diffusion of LiF can be up to 40 Å and
even after the deposition of a 16 Å thick LiF layer no closed LiF layer was formed.2 The dipole
formed at the LiF/polymer interface depends on the polymer and on the LiF deposition
method.2
There are many salts other than LiF which have been used as interface layers, with NaF being
one of them.3-7 A comparative study was performed by Ahlswede et al, where various layer
thicknesses of LiF, NaF and KF were used in P3HT/PCBM OPV devices and it was observed
that for very thin layers of salt, devices fabricated with NaF interface layers had the highest
device efficiency.3 When the salt layer thickness was increased to about 1.8 nm LiF strongly
outperformed the other salts. It was postulated that there were a combination of different effects
occurring with the interlayer which included dipole formation, dissociation and diffusion of
the salts as well as doping, and that these effects appeared to be thickness dependent. It was
concluded that further research was required to understand the underlying mechanisms, why
NaF outperforms LiF when the layer is sufficiently thin, and that there is potential for NaF as
a LiF replacement due to the reduction in required materials for the interlayer enhancing effect.
The aim of this work is to use the combination of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
angle resolved XPS (ARXPS), UV-photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), metastable induced
electron spectroscopy (MIES) and neutral impact collision ion scattering spectroscopy
(NICISS) to determine the distribution of the elements and their chemical state along the depth
scale of the elements after the deposition of NaF onto both P3HT and PCBM via evaporation
as well as the valence electron structure of the surface and surface near region in a similar
manner as for LiF.2 The chemical states for a range of deposition thicknesses were also
determined with XPS. Deposited ultrathin (denoted ~1Å in this work) and thick (~30Å) layers
were then investigated via ARXPS to check for any chemical changes in the near surface region
which may facilitate the device efficiencies observed by Ahlswede.3 A 30Å NaF layer was then
investigated with NICISS for determining the elemental concentration depth profile.

NaF, like LiF is hydroscopic which could influence device performance. However, this would
require a separate study and is not considered further here.

Experimental
Materials and sample preparation
Materials and sample preparation are identical to that described in the work on LiF 2 such that
the results were directly comparable. Silicon wafer substrates (n-type (As Dopant), 111, 0.0010.05 Ohm-cm) purchased from Materials Tech International were used for a substrate for all
samples. Regioregular electronic grade (type 4002E) P3HT was obtained from Rieke Metals
and PCBM (>99.9%) from Solenne bv. The solvent for the organic film preparation was
reagent plus grade Orthodichlorobenzene (ODCB), purchased from Sigma. NaF metals base
>99.99% purity was obtained through Aldrich. Silicon wafers were cleaned prior to use with
Pyroneg solution obtained from Johnson Diversey, Australia. They were subsequently rinsed
in deionized water, sonicated in pure ethanol, rinsed with pure ethanol and then dried with N2.
To prepare an Au sample to use as a control a dual-target magnetron sputter coater
(Quorumtech, Q300T-D) was used to first deposit a 2nm Cr layer onto a polished Si wafer,
followed by a 50nm Au layer. Cr was used to improve adhesion between Si and Au. The
thickness was monitored in situ with a quartz crystal microbalance. The sputter current for Cr
it was 150mA, and for Au was 30mA. 1%wt PCBM and P3HT solutions were prepared and
stirred for 12hrs under N2 atmosphere prior to use. Films were drop cast onto the cleaned silicon
wafers or Au films. These were allowed to dry in air at room temperature, then annealed on a
hot plate at 140ºC for 10 minutes.
The NaF depositions were performed using an NaF density of 2.6g/cm3 for determining the
thickness of the deposited layers. The deposition rate was found to be 1.5Å/s at 750ºC and
0.7Å/s for 700ºC.

Depositions were performed under vacuum with an evaporator from

Createch located in the load lock of the MIES apparatus. The very low NaF exposure (~1Å)
layer thickness was created by opening and closing the shutter separating the evaporator from
the load lock in the shortest possible time (<1s exposure time). The two film thicknesses
investigated via ARXPS (~1Å and 30Å) were deposited on separate samples, and the sequential
depositions were performed on a single PCBM or P3HT sample Between depositions the
crucible was kept at a high temperature. These NaF films deposited sequentially upon the same
sample to display the evolution of the valence band with increasing The XP spectra for the
sequential depositions were obtained after the final deposition and measurement of MIES/UPS

on each respective sample. 30Å of NaF was deposited onto a Si wafer and a sputtered Au film
to provide control spectra for the electron spectroscopy measurements.
Methods
Experimental details for the in situ NICISS and electron spectroscopy apparatus (XPS, UPS,
MIES) were identical to that previously described in.2
The UHV apparatus for applying XPS, UPS and MIES was built by SPECS (Berlin, Germany)
with a Phoibos 100 energy analyser and with a base pressure in the UHV chamber in the order
Electron spectra were recorded at a pass energy of 10eV with an energy resolution of 400meV
as evaluated from the Fermi edge of polycrystalline silver.8 The source for UV light and
metastable helium atoms (He*) was a two stage cold cathode gas discharge from MFS
(Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany) which simultaneously generates UV light (He I line, 21.2eV)
and metastable helium atoms (He* 3S1, 19.8eV). A non-monochromated X-ray source (XRC
1000M) was used and operated with a Mg Kα anode at 200W and 12kV. The angle between
both the X-ray source and the analyser and the He*/UV source and analyser is 54˚. The angle
of observation in XPS is defined as 0º when the surface normal of the sample is pointing
towards the analyzer. For NICISS, He ions with an energy of 3keV were used. For the NICISS
experiments the dose of the He+ ions was kept under 5·1013 ions/cm2. The vacuum chamber
pressure when recording the NICISS was 1·10-7mbar. A detailed description of NICISS can be
found in the publications9-11. Details of the standard data evaluation to convert the TOF data to
a concentration depth profile may be found in12.

Analysis
Data analysis was also performed in the same manner as described in. 2 An introduction to XPS
and the use of angle resolved measurements for depth profiling can be found in the literature.2,
13

For the ARXPS experiments in this work the photoemission angle was varied from 0 ~ 600

by rotating the sample stage with respect to the analyzer. The ARXPS experiments were
performed in such a manner that changes in the interfaces with time would not be convoluted
with changes in angle. Initially the standard 00 with respect to the analyzer was measured,
followed by the most surface sensitive angle (600), then 450, 500 and 550 respectively. The use
of ARXPS in this work allows for the determination of qualitative, relative changes of the
chemical states as function of the depth. All XP spectra were calibrated to the primary C1s

peak location of 285eV, which is that of the alkyl bonds present in both the thiophene and
fullerene rings.14-16 For the analysis of the XPS data cross sections calculated by Yeh and
Lindau 17 and the transmission function of the electron energy analyzer were used. For fitting
the high resolution spectra of C1s, O1s and S2p3/2 on the NaF modified samples, the component
peak positions and the full width half maxima (FWHM) were locked to those corresponding to
the polymer or fullerene control sample. However, an additional high binding energy C1s peak
was observed at around 293eV, this was permitted a FWHM of 3eV and was not locked to a
specific position. All intensity errors which were found to be <0.1% of the photoelectron peak
were rounded up to 0.1%. Intensity error for the components within the photoelectron peaks
was estimated by maximizing the difference in plausible fit for each component and is given
as a percentage of the component in question.
MIE and UP spectra do not inherently require analysis to obtain the DOS information of
interest, however, it is possible to perform a deconvolution procedure to obtain the number of
unique spectra contributing to the series. This deconvolution procedure is known as singular
value decomposition (SVD).
SVD is a linear algebra technique which extracts the base factors (eigenvectors and
eigenvalues) of a matrix. For the application in VB spectroscopy a series of measured spectra
is the initial matrix (A). The SVD then extracts the unique base spectra (eigenvectors) and their
respective contributions (weighting factors/ eigenvalues) and reconstructs these as reference
spectra. Thus each measured spectrum is some linear combination of these reference spectra.1819

This allows one to map the specific relative changes occurring in the measured data series.

The theory is as follows: Suppose matrix A is a real m x n matrix with a rank of r, and m ≥ n.
The SVD of A is:
A = U.W.VT

-----Equation 1

Where U is an orthogonal m x n matrix, V is a square n x n matrix i.e: UTU = VTV = VVT = In,
and W is an n x n diagonal matrix whose elements contain the square roots of eigenvalues from
U or V in descending order (positive or zero elements only). The elements on the diagonal of
W are labelled σi and are the singular values of matrix A.
The practical application of this mathematical theory allows a deconvolution of data which is
comprised of several constituent data sets. It is a method which allows correlated variables to
be transformed into uncorrelated ones which is able to show relationships and substructure
within the original data set. Once the points of maximum variation are found, the dimensions

can be ordered according to the variation and an approximation of the original data with fewer
dimensions is able to be created. In the instance of electron spectroscopy this effectively
translates to the de-convolution of a measured spectrum into a linear combination of spectra.20
Consider matrix A to be column vectors (columns are separate spectra, rows are electron energy
channel) of the electron spectra to be analyzed such that:
Ani = Si(En) -------- Equation 2
Where n =1,2...N denotes the number of energy channels in the spectra Si are the spectra (i =
1,2...I), and En is the energy at channel n. The base spectra Bi can be obtained through SVD by
defining them as:
Bi(En) = Ui(En).wi -------- Equation 3
These base spectra are orthogonal and as such contain negative values so are not meaningful
spectra (counts ≥ 0 for all physical data), so only the linear combination is meaningful:
′

𝑇𝑇
𝑆𝑆′𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 ) = ∑𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘=1 𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘 (𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 )𝜈𝜈𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

with I’ ≤ I

-------- Equation 4

υkiT are the sub vectors of VT of Equation 1 and the basis spectra Bk (k = 1,2.....I’). The number
of spectra required to reproduce Si can then be calculated, with constraints that the weighting
coefficients are ≥ 0, and the sum of which must equal unity. This method fails when I’ = I, and
physically means the spectrum is not a linear combination and that the sample has had
electronic interactions/ rearrangements altering it from its known constituent components.
Mathematically it is attempting to solve a vector space sum where the subspace equals the
number of vectors in the series. The SVD was performed using a solver procedure in Microsoft
Excel and was performed only up to 12eV in binding energy as higher energies include parts
of the secondary electron peak in many of the spectra.

Results and Discussion
Results are discussed initially per technique in the following order: XPS, ARXPS, UPS,
NICISS. In these sections there is a discussion of general results at that particular depth into
the surface. A further discussion regarding the total outcome of the combined results then
follows. Finally, comparisons between the previously published LiF results and the current
NaF results are discussed. MIES results did not provide a significant amount of added
information, so for the sake of brevity they are provided as supporting information only.

XPS
The analysis of pristine PCBM and P3HT films in this manner has been previously shown. 2
NaF control samples
The NaF/Au and NaF/Si control samples revealed that no contamination was deposited with
the salt. A single component for Na1s and two components for F1s were observed on both
samples (see Figure 1). The observed Na:F ratio was also showing an excess of Na1s on both
samples and was closer to 1.4:1 rather than the expected 1:1. The conclusion reached from this
data was that the salt is possibly being deposited in small clusters rather than just in a monomer
form. These clusters include ionic F1s states which are to be expected from NaF monomer
units and have been observed in the literature21-26 as well as semi-covalent F1s states. A full
discussion of the control samples along with tabulated XPS intensities, tabulated NaF peak
positions and deposition methods from literature21-26 and spectra for the pristine Si wafer and
the Si wafer post deposition of 30Å NaF is shown in the supporting information in Figures S1
and S2.
It is worth mentioning that in case of the evaporation of MoO3 onto polymers differences in
the sticking coefficient of Mo and O have been discussed.27

Figure 1: Na1s and F1s XP spectra from 30Å NaF deposited onto Au. This phenomenon was
observed for thick depositions on both of the controls as well as the organic samples. Further
examples of Na1s and F1s spectra can be seen in the supporting information.
NaF modified organic films at 0º angle of observation
The photoelectron peak positions and the relative intestines for a range of NaF depositions on
PCBM and P3HT are shown in Table 1. XP spectra of all components for 1Å and 30Å NaF

deposited on both P3HT and PCBM are shown in the supporting information in Figures S3 to
S6. No contamination was observed. Component analysis of the photoelectron peaks was
performed for all elements; fluorine component analysis and binding energy difference of the
salt is shown in Table 2, component analysis of PCBM peaks is shown in Table 3, and for
P3HT in Table 4. Due to the quantity of data obtained the data is shown in tabulated form.
Examples of photoelectron peaks obtained from ~1Å and 30Å NaF deposition thicknesses on
both organic materials are shown in the supporting information. For the thin layers of NaF the
Na:F ratio is significantly larger than 1. Deviations of the Na:F stoichiometry will be discussed
in the NICISS section and when discussing the nature of the NaF/polymer interface.
Table 1: Elemental composition and positions of the main peak for a given element for all
elements of the NaF/polymer samples. The elemental composition shown is the sum of all
components of the respective element. The detailed analysis of the spectra of the individual
elements is shown further below. The sample with the sequential deposition of in total 30 Å is
indicated with an Asterix ((S)*).

C1s
Sample

Posn

O1s
%

(eV)
PCBM

285.0

Posn

S2p3/2
%

(eV)
93.8

Posn

F1s
%

(eV)

Posn

Na1s
%

(eV)

Posn

%

(eV)

532.3

6.2 ±0.1

-

-

-

-

532.3

6.1 ±0.1

-

-

683.8

0.5

-

±0.4
~1Å

285.0

91.5
±0.4

~3Å

285.0

86.9

0.1
532.3

6.1 ±0.1

-

-

684.1

±0.4
30Å

285.0

29.4

285.0

26.2
±0.2

1.8

532.3

1.4 ±0.1

-

-

685.3

26.6

± 1072.0

1.1 ±0.1

-

-

685.2

34.3
±0.1

5.3
±0.1

1072.6

±0.1
532.3

1.9
±0.1

0.1

±0.2
30Å(S)*

± 1072.0

42.7
±0.1

1072.8

38.4
±0.1

P3HT

285.0

87.0

532.5

1.7 ±0.1

164.0

±0.4
~1Å

285.0

84.0

285.0

81.9

532.4

1.5 ±0.1

164.0

285.0

27.8

532.5

1.4 ±0.1

164.0

285.0

22.4
±0.2

-

-

10.9

684.3

0.9

1072.0

2.7

10.8

±0.1
684.4

±0.1
532.6

1.0 ± 0.1

164.0

±0.2
30Å(S)*

-

±0.1

±0.4
30Å

-

±0.1

±0.5
~3Å

11.3

3.0

0.3 ±0.1

164.0

1.7
±0.1

1072.0

±0.1
685.5

±0.1
532.7

1.6

±0.1

29.1

±0.1
1073.0

±0.1
685.5

36.6

4.3

39.1
±0.1

1073.2

±0.1

Deposition of NaF layers on the organic materials revealed that the chemical composition of
the salt showed a stoichiometry that was different to those of the reference samples and also
did not show a 1:1 stoichiometry. Also, the stoichiometry varied with deposition thickness. As
this data was all collected from the same analyzer the changes with deposition thickness cannot
be attributed to the transmission function of the apparatus and are therefore a representation of
changes in the salt layer with thickness. Thin layers reveal an apparent excess of Na in the salt
layer whereas the thick layers reveal a composition of ~1:1. This finding further indicates that
there is some form of NaF cluster being deposited, and that these clusters are nonstoichiometric; such non- stoichiometric clusters were also observed in the work performed by
Teodorescu28.
The peak positions of both Na1s and F1s were seen to increase with increasing deposition
thickness (see Table 1 and 2). The difference between the position of the Na and F peaks is
constant which means that both peaks shift by the same value. Further, Na as element does not
show a strong chemical shift.29 Both observations indicate that the shift in the Na and F position
is not caused by a chemical shift indicating the presence of an interfacial dipole between the
salt and organic layer.2, 30 This is a dipole formed between two materials and should not be
confused with a surface dipole. UPS and MIES data shown below will support the presence of
a dipole at the NaF/polymer interface. The binding energy shift is positive with increasing layer

38.9
±0.1

thickness. This indicates that the side of this dipole pointing toward the outermost
layer/vacuum interface is becoming more positive with thicker depositions. A similar dipole
was observed for the NaF/Si interface and is shown in the supporting information (Table S1(a)).
It should be noted that for the NaF/Si control the effect was more pronounced as was seen by
the higher Na1s and F1a binding energies.
Influence of NaF thickness and organic film on observed NaF composition
A single component was observed for Na1s for all deposition thicknesses. The secondary
F1s(2) peak at the NaF/Si and NaF/Au interfaces was also observed for the NaF depositions on
the organic films. The XPS data for a range of salt thicknesses and influences on the observed
salt composition (with respect to fluorine) are shown in Table 2. It was found that the F1s(2)
peak changes with the thickness of the deposited NaF layer.
Table 2: Peak positions and relative intensities of the two fluorine components F1s(1) (primary
peak) and F1s(2) (secondary peak), where the total fluorine component intensity is 100%. Peak
to peak distances between Na1s-F1s(1), Na1s-F1s(2) and F1s(1)-F1s(2) are also shown.
Component intensity errors of F1s were a maximum of 0.4% in all instances.

Sample

Position

Component Position

Component Δ(Na1s - Δ(Na1s - Δ(F1s(2)

F1s(1)

Intensity

F1s(2)

Intensity

F1s(1)

F1s(2)

(eV)

F1s(1) (%)

(eV)

F1s(2) (%)

(eV)

(eV)

~1Å

683.8

82.0

686.2

18.0

388.2

385.8

2.4

~3Å

684.1

88.0

686.3

12.0

387.9

385.7

2.2

30Å

685.3

74.0

687.4

26.0

387.3

385.2

2.1

30Å(S)* 685.2

41.8

687.4

58.2

387.6

385.4

2.2

100.0

-

-

387.7

-

-

F1s(1)) (eV)

PCBM

P3HT
~1Å

684.3

-

~3Å

684.4

96.0

686.4

4.0

387.6

385.6

2.0

30Å

685.5

73.0

687.6

27.0

387.5

385.4

2.1

30Å(S)* 685.5

53.4

687.7

46.6

387.7

385.5

2.2

The secondary F1s(2) peak increases in intensity with increasing thickness on the organic
materials. This indicates that increasing the deposition thickness increases the proportion of
the total salt deposited as a component which has been above ascribed to the formation of
clusters. The 30Å NaF deposition on both organic materials revealed that ~26% of the total
fluorine intensity was from the F1s(2) component, indicating that for this thickness the salt
layers are somewhat equivalent in composition. For NaF/PCBM the F1s(2) component was
18% of the total fluorine intensity for the ~1Å NaF deposition and was 12% for the ~3Å NaF
deposition. However, for the very thin ~1Å NaF deposition on P3HT only a single F1s
component was seen, and for the ~3Å NaF/P3HT the F1s(2) component was only 4% of the
total fluorine intensity. Given that the deposition conditions in the chamber were equivalent for
both organic materials this indicates that the nature of the organic layer has an influence on the
adsorbed salt when the salt layer is sufficiently thin.
The energy difference between peaks Δ(Na1s - F1s) for single depositions of NaF on PCBM
are seen to decrease with increasing deposition thickness by 0.8eV for Na1s - F1s(1) and by
0.4eV for Na1s - F1s(2). However, for the various deposition thicknesses on P3HT these values
do not vary beyond the experimental uncertainty of 0.3 eV. This is another indication that the
nature of the organic film has an influence on the adsorbed salt when the deposited salt layer
is sufficiently thin. The reason why a shift is found for PCBM but not for P3HT so far is
unclear.
There is also a clear difference in the fluorine component ratios between the different
deposition methods of the salt. For the single 30Å NaF deposition the F1s(2) component is
around 27% of the total fluorine intensity on the organic materials. This is less than what is
observed for a single 30Å deposition of NaF on the Si and Au controls. However, when the
salt is deposited as sequential thin depositions (30Å(S)*) the F1s(2) component is 58.2% of the
total fluorine intensity on PCBM, and 46.6% of the total fluorine intensity on P3HT.

Influence of NaF depositions on the organic films
The XPS data for the organic films after deposition of the NaF layer are shown for PCBM in
Table 3 and for P3HT in Table 4.
Table 3: Changes in component ratios of PCBM films with various NaF deposition thicknesses.
Error in component intensity analysis was a maximum of 0.5% in all instances. It should be
noted that the fraction shown is the fraction of a given peak relative to the total intensity of the
specific element (the percentage for each C and O add up to 100%).

Peak

C1s

O1s

Component Position (eV)

Intensity (%)
~1Å

~3Å

30Å

30Å(S)*

C1s(1)

285.0

80.0

80.4

57.5

45.8

C1s(2)

285.8

7.1

6.9

6.7

8.5

C1s(3)

286.9

4.4

4.1

3.0

3.6

C1s(4)

289.0

3.9

3.9

4.7

4.1

C1s(5)

290.9

4.7

4.7

0.0

0.0

C1s(6)

292.8

0.0

0.0

28.2

38.0

O1s(1)

532.3

40.8

38.8

36.3

46.7

O1s(2)

533.5

59.2

57.5

53.0

53.3

O1s(3)

530.6

0.0

3.7

10.7

0.0

Table 4: Changes in component ratios of P3HT films with various NaF deposition thicknesses.
Error in component intensity analysis was a maximum of 0.5% in all instances. It should be
noted that the fraction shown is the fraction of a given peak relative to the total intensity of the
specific element (the percentage for each C and O add up to 100%).

Peak

Component Position (eV)

~1Å

~3Å

30Å

30Å(S)*

C1s

C1s(1)

285.0

95.8

95.9

70.9

54.8

C1s(2)

287.2

2.6

2.7

0.7

0.3

C1s(3)

288.1

1.6

1.4

0.2

2.0

C1s(4)

293.3

0.0

0.0

28.2

42.9

O1s(1)

532.5

100.0

89.1

64.0

100.0

O1s(2)

530.4

0.0

10.1

36.0

0.0

S2p3/2 S2p3/2 (1)

164.0

92.9

92.6

90.0

94.4

S2p3/2 (2)

164.9

2.6

2.9

5.0

3.1

S2p3/2 (3)

166.3

4.5

4.5

4.9

2.5

O1s

The deposition of the ~1Å NaF layer on PCBM did not cause any significant changes in the
PCBM chemical composition. When depositing the same amount of NaF on P3HT, however,
a new high binding energy component was observed for sulfur and is denoted S2p3/2 (3) (Table
4). The binding energy shift is positive with increasing layer thickness. This indicates that the
side of this dipole pointing toward the outermost layer/vacuum interface is becoming more
positive with thicker deposition. A similar phenomenon was observed in the work on LiF 2and
attributed to some of the sulfur units in the thiophene protruding into the positive part of the
interfacial dipole between the salt and P3HT. It has thus been attributed to the same
phenomenon here.
For all other deposition thicknesses an extra O1s component was observed on both organic
films. For PCBM this component is located at 530.6eV (Table 3) and for P3HT it is at 530.4eV
(Table 4). A similar phenomenon was again observed in the work on LiF2 and attributed to the
presence and orientation of the salt inducing a redistribution of electrons in the organic
materials leading to the formation of dipoles as described by Ishii et al.31. Thus it has also been
attributed to this for the NaF depositions.

For the 30Å deposition thicknesses (single deposition and sequential depositions) a new
component was observed in the C1s spectra of both organic materials. This phenomenon shall
now be discussed for the single deposition on both organic materials. On PCBM (Table 3) this
state is located at 292.8eV and denoted C1s(6) and on P3HT (Table 4) at 293.3eV, denoted
C1s(4). On both materials this component was 28.2% of the total C1s peak intensity, which
indicates that a significant chemical change has occurred. Carbon peaks located at these
binding energies are generally attributed to CFx bond formation32-35. The secondary fluorine
component F1s(2) is in the binding energy for C-F bonds. However, this peak was also found
in the spectra of the NaF/Si and NaF/Au and could not be correlated to the formation of F-Si
or F-Au bond formation. It was concluded that NaF is forming a type of cluster during the
deposition process. Given that in the C1s XP spectra a component in the range of the C-F bond
occurs it can be concluded that both polymers interact with the NaF clusters deposited.
For this 30Å deposition thickness on PCBM (Table 3) it was observed that the C1s(5) peak
attributed to the conjugated π states in the fullerene is no longer present, which shows that the
fullerene structure has been disrupted. There is also an increase in the O1s(3) component
attributed to the redistribution of electrons in the organic layer. This increase in the O1s(3)
component was also seen at this 30Å deposition thickness on P3HT (Table 4).
For the sequential depositions on PCBM and P3HT (30Å(S)* in Tables 3 and 4) the high
binding energy C1s component (C1s(6) for PCBM, C1s(4) for P3HT) comprised a larger
percentage of the total C1s intensity compared to the single 30Å deposition. Another difference
between the sequential and single depositions was also observed, which is that the low binding
energy oxygen component attributed to the redistribution of electrons in the organic materials
(O1s(3) for PCBM, O1s(2) for P3HT) was not present. This indicates that performing
sequential depositions of NaF as opposed to a single thick layer alters the surface chemistry
occurring upon deposition. It appears that the sequential depositions are facilitating more CF
bond formation as opposed to electronic redistributions in the organic layers.
ARXPS: Chemical States with Depth
Angle resolved investigations of the NaF modified organic films revealed further complexities
in the surface chemistry when the more surface sensitive angles were measured. This was
observed via component analysis within each element’s photoelectron peak.

Figure 2: UPS of Au and Si controls, and with 30Å NaF deposited.

The UP spectra shown in Figure 2 have the main feature at 9.3eV for NaF/Au and at 9.7eV for
NaF/Si, which can be assigned to the aforementioned F2p states. It was however noted that low
binding energy states pertaining to Na3s between 1.2-4eV40 were not observed which is further
indication that the NaF did not dissociate upon deposition. The corresponding MIES data for
these control samples are shown in the supporting information (Figure S7).
NaF Modified Organic Spectra
For the VB analysis the SVD analysis procedure was applied, the resulting reference spectra
and the weighting factors for each sequential deposition are shown in Figures 3-4. The
unmodified spectra for the sequential depositions are then shown in Figures 5-6 along with a
single 30Å thick deposition for comparison. This single deposition sample is physically the
same sample as that analyzed in the XPS data.
SVD
The SVD resulted in a three component system for each analyzed spectral set for both the UPS
(Figures 3 and 4) as well as MIES data (see supporting, Figures S8 and S9).The organic film
was used as one base spectrum, and the thickest NaF deposition for each sequential deposition

run was used as the second base spectrum so that the third component could be deconvoluted
in the algorithm as intermediate states. This procedure is based on the assumption that full
surface coverage with NaF has been achieved for the thickest deposition and thus can be used
as the second reference spectrum. For the SVD of the UP spectra of NaF/PCBM the fitting
parameters needed to allow for a binding energy shift of the third reference spectrum to obtain
a feasible solution for the fitting. This method was developed by Berlich et.al19 and is indicative
of a dipole change at the interface. Such a shift of a spectrum has to considered as applying an
electronic bias between the respective two layers as schematically described in the graphical
abstract. Such a shift should not be confused with the formation of a surface dipole, i.e. a dipole
formed at the side of the outermost layer pointing towards the vacuum (or gas phase). A surface
dipole acts as a barrier for electrons passing through the outermost layer cutting off electrons
below a certain threshold of kinetic energy. This is the same mechanism as the mechanism
leading to the occurrence of the workfunction. Such a surface diploe does not lead to a shift of
a UP spectrum but to the change of the secondary electron cut-off only.
The presence of the third spectrum indicates some form of surface interaction or phenomenon
occurring with the different deposition thicknesses. This third reference spectrum is thus the
spectrum of interest from this analysis.
For UPS of NaF/PCBM (Figure 3) the third base spectrum found in the SVD was actually the
NaF reference spectrum but shifted in binding energy, thus appearing as a different base
spectrum in the deconvolution procedure. The three base spectra thus are i) the PCBM
spectrum, ii) the spectrum of the 30Å sequential deposition NaF spectrum and iii) the 30Å
sequential deposition NaF spectrum but shifted on the binding energy scale. In Figure 3 only
the organic and NaF reference spectra are shown. The binding energy shift of the NaF reference
spectrum is shown in Table 5. The data shows that for the initial depositions (1.2Å and 2.3Å)
of NaF, the NaF spectrum is in a position 0.6eV lower in binding energy than that of the 30Å
NaF thickness. This then shifts to more positive binding energies with increasing thickness, to
then become what is measured as the final NaF deposition thickness spectrum. The fact that
this reference spectrum is shifting almost constantly with thickness indicates that the outwards
facing component of the dipole parallel to the surface normal is continually becoming more
positive with increasing NaF thickness.

Figure 3: UPS SVD reference spectra (left) and weighting factors (right) for each of the
sequential depositions for NaF/PCBM.

NaF Thickness (Å)

PCBM 1.2

2.3

3.5

4.6

6.9

10.4

13.8

21.9

30

Ebind shift (eV)

-

-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

-

-0.6

Table 5: Binding energy shift of the NaF reference spectrum for the SVD of UPS of NaF PCBM.

Figure 4: UPS SVD reference spectra (left) and weighting factors (right) for each of the
sequential depositions for NaF/P3HT.
For UPS of NaF/P3HT (Figure 4) the SVD showed the third reference spectrum again
appearing to be the NaF reference spectrum but shifted in binding energy, but in this instance
it was not shifting in binding energy with each deposition like that of NaF/PCBM. Thus for
this case the third reference spectrum is shown in Figure 4. The weighting factors reveal that
for thin depositions of NaF (<10.4Å) there are similar contributions of the measured spectra
coming from both the NaF reference spectrum and the third reference spectrum. Thicker

depositions are then predominantly the final NaF reference spectrum. The difference in binding
energy between base spectra 2 and 3 is 1eV in this instance.
Sequential vs. Single deposition method:
Comparing the sequential depositions to a single thick deposition reveals differences in the VB
on both organic films as shown in Figures 5-6.
The UP spectra for the single thick deposition on both organics have features which appear to
be like that of the NaF F2p states26, 36-38, albeit shifted in binding energy. As described above
the shift is caused by the change in dipole at the interface. for NaF/PCBM this shifted feature
is seen at 8.9eV (Figure 5) and for NaF/P3HT at 11.9eV (Figure 6). The sequential depositions
however, particularly for NaF/PCBM has more features in similar positions to the extra features
observed in MIES (see supporting information, Figure S10). It is suspected that small amounts
of water are embedded in the NaF film during deposition, and that by performing sequential
depositions the water is trapped in the near surface area. However when a single thicker layer
is deposited this is not the case. Thus the UPS for the single depositions the F2p NaF state
appears at the position as reported in the literature26, 36-38, while this is not the case for the
sequential deposition. Although the evaporator was run for over an hour prior to depositions
the water could still be present in the salt41 or due to the fact that the sample after each
sequential deposition is exposed to the vacuum containing some residual water. A very small
concentration of water particularly only near the outermost layer could quite possibly escape
detection in XPS.

Figure 5: UPS of sequential NaF depositions on PCBM, with UPS of the single 30Å
NaF/PCBM sample for comparison.
When comparing the UPS of the two deposition methods for NaF on PCBM (Figure 5) a
significant difference in the DOS is observed. The DOS in the 7~11eV region of the single
deposition sample appear as more of a single peak than for the sequential depositions and the
DOS at 11~15eV have a reduced intensity compared to the thicker sequential depositions. As
stated above it is believed this could possibly be indicative of water present in the near surface
area for the sequential depositions, but it is also likely that there are differences in the interfacial
dipole between the two deposition methods as well. The single narrower main peak observed
at 8.9eV for the single deposition suggests that the interfacial dipole is a more uniform strength
in the near surface area for the single deposition compared to the sequential depositions. Thus
the sequential depositions may have regions where the component of the dipole parallel to the
surface normal are more positive compared to the single deposition.

Figure 6: UPS of sequential NaF depositions on P3HT, with UPS of the single 30Å NaF/P3HT
sample for comparison.
For UPS of NaF on P3HT (Figure 6) there is a large positive shift observed for the single
deposition, with the most prominent feature located at 11.8eV for the single deposition and
9.9eV for the thickest of the sequential depositions. A comparison to the features located above
13eV for the sequential depositions cannot be made as these features would be within the

secondary electron peak region in the single deposition spectrum. From the observable
information it appears that the effect of the interfacial dipole in the near surface area is 1.9eV
more positive for the single deposition.
There are two observations which could help understanding the differences between single and
sequential deposition. We first discuss the NaF/P3HT interface and then the NaF/PCBM
interface. The C1s(4) peak at 293.4 eV (see Table 4) was assigned to the formation of a dipole
at the NaF/P3HT interface. In figure 6 it can be seen that the spectrum of the single deposition
of 30 Å is shifted to a higher binding energy compared to the sequential deposition of 30 Å
NaF. The C1s(4) state for the single deposition is higher in intensity than for the sequential
deposition. It is reasonable to associate the single deposition with the presence of lesser water
than the sequential deposition. Thus the presence of water causes a shift to lower binding
energy. The same but with a shift in the opposite direction was found for the MoO3/BHJ
interface with the BHJ formed by P3HT and PCBM.42 Upon deposition of MoO3 onto the BHJ
a C1s peak at a low binding energy was found.30 When exposed to moisture this low binding
energy C1s peak disappeared and the MoO3 valence electron spectrum shifted to a higher
binding energy. The observation at the NaF/P3HT interface thus seem to indicate that the
presence of water reduces the dipole formed at this interface. Water molecules at the interface
are free to orientate and will always choose an orientation opposing the dipole same as
dielectrics in an electric field. For the NaF/PCBM interface a lesser effect was observed. A
high binding energy C1s peak is observed with a lower intensity for the sequential deposition
(see Table 3). However, for the valence electron spectrum a similar shift is not found. The
reason is unclear.
The workfunction is also affected by the deposition method, see Table 6. The workfunction for
the single deposition are rather similar for the single deposition on PCBM and P3HT. For the
sequential deposition the workfunction is decreasing for both substrates but there is a more
pronounced decrease observed for P3HT. The reason for these differences is most likely
differences in interaction between NaF and both organic materials. The analysis of the UP and
XP spectra also shows differences in these interactions. It should be noted that the change in
workfunction of a series of measurements with changing composition of the outermost layer is
difficult to interpret because the secondary electron cut-off does not change in a linear way
with the composition of the outermost layer but is rather dominated by the component with the
lower workfunction as has been shown in 43-44.

Table 6: Workfunctions for pristine PCBM and P3HT and deposited NaF.
Sample

Pristine Organic Layer

Single 30Å Deposition

Sequential Depositions

PCBM

4.2

4.0

3.6

P3HT

3.4

3.7

2.7

NICISS
Na and F concentration depth profiles of NaF deposited on PCBM and P3HT are shown in
Figure 7. The concentrations were calibrated through the carbon step for each sample.

Figure 7: Na and F profiles for 30Å NaF/PCBM (left) and 30Å NaF/P3HT (right). The 30Å
NaF was deposited as single layer. These samples are the same as those index in the XPS
section as 30Å(S)*.
The Na and F profiles on each organic film show a peak at a depth of around 5 - 10Å with a
tail up to ~ 40Å. The concentration depth profiles show that both Na and F profiles have very
similar shape and show a diffusion of both elements into the polymer. The concentration depth
profiles of F are similar to those reported for LiF deposited onto the same polymers.2 The
spectral intensity at a negative depth is due to the finite energy resolution of the apparatus and
has been seen before8. The profiles of Na and F have almost the same shape and same integral.
This shows that the stoichiometry of the 30Å(S)* NaF layer is close to 1:1 and confirms the
ratio found for these two elements in XPS (see Table 1) for this layer.
Further Discussion

The results of this work show that the NaF depositions are not just monomer units of NaF. This
was seen on both substrates. An extra fluorine component was observed in XPS on both
substrates and was present even when no chemical reactions were observed with the surface as
seen by the NaF/Au control sample. This secondary peak increases in intensity with increasing
thickness of NaF deposited on the organic materials. It was also observed that the stoichiometry
of the NaF changed with thickness on the organic materials, with thicker depositions showing
increasing amounts of fluorine. The interpretation of these results is that the deposited salt
incidentally contains non-stoichiometric clusters of NaxFy, and it is suspected that the excess
is fluorine, which would explain the less ionic peak to peak distance Δ(Na1s – F1s(2)).
The peak to peak distances of NaF were seen to decrease with increasing NaF thickness on
PCBM, yet for P3HT no significant change was observed. The relative intensity of the fluorine
components was also different for PCBM and P3HT for equivalent thin single NaF depositions
(~1 Å and ~3Å), with PCBM showing a larger percentage of the secondary F1s peak. When
the thick 30Å NaF layer was deposited as a single layer there was no difference in the F1s
component ratios between the two organic materials. When the NaF was deposited
sequentially, however, the depositions on PCBM again showed a much larger portion of the
fluorine at the higher binding energy secondary component region. These results combined
indicate that the material upon which the salt is deposited has an influence on the electron
distribution within the salt when a thin layer of NaF is deposited, and that this electron
distribution is also affected by deposition method.
The electron distribution in the organic materials was also affected by the NaF deposition
thickness and deposition method (Tables 3 and 4) and were observed more toward the surface
on both organic materials (Tables S3, S4, S5). An extra low binding energy component was
observed in the O1s XP spectrum for both organic materials when ~3Å and 30Å were deposited
as a single deposition which is attributed to a redistribution of electrons, in a similar manner to
what was observed for LiF2, however this component was not observed with sequential
depositions. When 30Å NaF was deposited a new high binding energy carbon component was
observed, and it was larger for the sequential depositions. The peak to peak distance between
the high binding energy fluorine component and high binding energy carbon component was
~394.5eV for both organic materials. This lies between values recorded for OCF3 and OCF2O
in the literature32. In a dissertation released in 201233 Barlow noted that the presence of oxygen
on CNTs facilitated fluorination. It could be that the oxidation of the organic films in the

present work has performed a similar role. With respect to OPVs this fluorination is undesirable
as it clearly affects the conjugated π states of PCBM responsible for charge conduction in the
device.
Evidence of an interfacial dipole was seen in XPS with the increase in binding energy of both
Na1s and F1s peals with increasing thickness of single NaF depositions on both organic
materials (Table 1). The increase in binding energy with thickness indicates that the outwards
facing component of the dipole parallel to the surface normal became more positive with
increasing NaF thickness.
The SVD analysis of the sequential depositions revealed further effects of the interfacial dipole.
The SVD for both organic materials revealed three base spectra (Figures 3-4). One of these
was the organic film, the second was the thickest deposition of NaF, and the third in each
instance revealed a spectrum which appeared to be the same as the second base spectrum, i.e.
representing NaF, but shifted to a lower binding energy. This has thus been interpreted as
changes in the interfacial dipole between the NaF and the organic layer. The relative
contribution and position of this third base spectrum changed differently with the thickness of
NaF for both organic materials. It appears that there is a greater range of dipole strengths for
NaF/P3HT at the outermost layer and near surface area compared to NaF/PCBM, as the
difference in binding energy between base spectrum two and three are larger for NaF/P3HT.
No evidence of doping of either organic material was observed. If doping were present it would
have appeared as a shift in the low binding energy edge of the VB6.
Differences between the deposition methods were quite apparent in the valence band spectra
(Figures 5-6). There was a significant difference in spectral shape between single and
sequential depositions for the near surface area of both films. We believe this could quite
possibly be indicating the presence of trace amounts of water absorbed within the NaF which
is trapped in the near surface area when the salt is deposited sequentially.
When comparing deposition methods in XPS on each organic material (30Å vs. 30Å(S)*) there
was no significant difference in Na1s and F1s peak positions, which indicates that deposition
method does not have an impact on the interfacial dipole at this probing depth (~10nm).
The depth profiles of the salt on the two organic materials were very similar (Figure 7). Both
profiles indicated that the Na and F were present to ~30Å into the surface. Although it is
possible that 30Å high islands were forming on the surface it is unlikely, as this would mean

that the salt was depositing only in sections of the surface, and the MIE spectra for this
deposition thickness did not indicate that there was a significant amount of the organic
substance present at the outermost layer (see supporting information Figures S10, S11). If a
significant portion of the organic DOS were present at the outermost layer this would be evident
in the low binding energy region <6eV as the DOS pertaining to the salt do not contribute to
this region. Thus it appears that the salt is diffusing into the organic surface.
It was found with XPS that the thin NaF layer does not have a 1:1 stoichiometry. The deviation
from a 1:1 ratio is quite large for the thin NaF films (1 and 3 Å) and becomes closer to 1:1 for
the sequentially deposited 30Å layer. A stoichiometry of very close to 1:1 was found only for
the single layer deposited NaF (30Å(S)*)). It is possible that the non-stoichiometry of Na and
F as observed in XPS is caused by the early stage of the NaF deposition. Teodorescu et al. had
found in

28

that evaporation of NaF results amongst others to stable F2 and Na2 species and

other non-stoichiometric NaxFy species which are not a product of the mass analysing process
which they had applied. It is possible that in the early stage of the NaF deposition these species
have an unequal sticking coefficient leading to a preferential attachment of Na. This could be
the reason for the non-stoichiometric ratio of Na:F for the films other than the single layer
deposited NaF film. We have, however, no further experimental evidence that this might occur.
It should be noted that the sequential deposition is a sequence of depositions of thin NaF layers.
Overall, the adsorption of Na2 and other non-stoichiometric NaxFy species could lead to a the
formation of a thin Na layer or a chemical reaction at the interface. The latter could also affect
the C1s contribution. However, the concentration of these products resulting from such a
reaction would be too small to be noticeable in the C1s spectrum. The deposition of a nonstoichiometric NaxFy layer could contribute to the formation of the dipole at the NaF/BHJ
interface. It should be noted that such a dipole was also found for the LiF/BHJ interface without
having to propose the formation of a non-stoichiometric LiF layer.2

Comparisons between LiF and NaF
We firstly compare briefly the properties of LiF and NaF. The LiF molecule is more tightly
bound and has a bond strength of 575.3kJ/mol, which is higher than that of NaF which is
477kJ/mol45. LiF is also more ionic in nature than NaF46. In the crystal form both are reported
to have the NaCl lattice structure46, and both salts are capable of forming clusters and several
investigations have been made into various cluster formations28, 45, 47-49.

The first difference to be observed between the two salts was shown via XPS. The LiF
depositions revealed a single chemical state for Li and F that had a peak to peak binding energy
difference of that expected for the undissociated salt. For NaF there were clearly two states
observed for fluorine, and the stoichiometry was seen to change when the deposition thickness
was varied. It is suspected that the NaF depositions were, in part non-stoichiometric clusters.
Changes of the dipole as function of the thickness were observed for both NaF and LiF. Within
the probing depth of XPS the effect of increasing the salt thickness on the dipole was similar,
the peaks for both salts increased in binding energy by around 1eV between the thinnest and
thickest deposition. The effects of the dipole in the near surface area were quite different
between both salts. For LiF it appeared that a single deposition induced the outwards facing
component of the dipole parallel to the surface normal to become more positive compared to
sequential depositions. For NaF on P3HT this was also the case. The opposite seemed to occur
for single depositions on PCBM however, the single deposition appeared to induce the
outwards facing component of the dipole to become less positive.
It is of interest to note that the formation of dipoles at interfaces in organic electronic devices
can be used to modify charge transport over interfaces in to influence device performance.50
The criteria for choosing the material for the interface layer depend on the direction of the
dipole to be formed, i.e. whether an up or downward shift in energy of the interface layer
relative to the organic material is aimed for. The presence of moisture as shown here and for
the case of MoO342 can lead to cancelling the dipole formed at the interface which can have
detrimental consequences for the respective device structure42.
There were several chemical changes in the organic materials observed upon depositing the
salts. For either salt on PCBM a low binding energy component in the oxygen was observed
and attributed to electronic redistributions within the organic material. Depositing NaF induced
this component at a binding energy 0.5eV lower than that seen for LiF. For P3HT there were
several states observed which were attributed to electron redistributions observed toward the
surface for NaF depositions that were not present for LiF depositions. This indicates that NaF
has a stronger influence on the electron distribution in the organic materials compared to LiF.
Although it is not conclusive, it is possible that this enhanced electron redistribution induced
by NaF in even the thinnest layers could in part be why the use of NaF in OPV devices
compared to LiF was found to be more beneficial for cell efficiency when a sufficiently thin
alkali halide layer was deposited3.

There was a high binding energy component in sulfur of P3HT which was observed for both
NaF and LiF depositions. This was denoted S2p3/2(3) and attributed to thiophene chains
protruding into the positive region of the interfacial dipole. This state was observed at a 0.5eV
higher binding energy for the LiF depositions which gives an indication that there is a
difference in either the orientation of functional groups at the surface or dipole strength
between the two salts. The conjugated π states in carbon of PCBM responsible for charge
conduction were preserved for thin depositions of either salt. For NaF this was seen to change
when a thicker layer was deposited. The π states were no longer present and a clear peak
indicating fluorination of the organic layer appeared at around 293eV. This fluorinated carbon
peak was also seen on P3HT for thick NaF layers. Thus it appears than when a sufficient
amount of NaF is deposited it fluorinates both PCBM and P3HT. This did not occur when films
of LiF were deposited.
The concentration depth profiles (from NICISS) of the two salts revealed very similar profiles,
both salts appeared to be growing as islands on the organic surface with suspected diffusion
into the organic materials.

Conclusion:
The evolution of electronic states on the surface and in the near surface area for NaF on air
deposited and annealed PCBM and P3HT films has been investigated and a concentration depth
profile for a thick layer of NaF on both organic materials was obtained. The salt did not appear
to dissociate or induce doping in the organic materials. Changes in the interfacial dipole
between the salt and organic layer was observed for both PCBM and P3HT.Within the probing
depth of XPS the dipole changes are similar to those observed for LiF2. No contaminants were
observed in XPS, however it is suspected that trace amounts of water were present in the salt
upon deposition as indicated by the MIES results. This appeared at the outermost layer for both
deposition methods. There was a significant difference occurring in the near surface area when
sequential depositions were performed as compared to a single thick NaF deposition as
indicated by UPS. The single thick deposition of NaF revealed DOS similar to that seen in the
literature, whereas the sequential depositions appeared to be more complex and attributed to a
convolution of changes in the interfacial dipole along with possible water trapped by this
deposition method. The interfacial dipole appeared to be affected by deposition method at the
outermost layer as well, with the sequential depositions inducing the outwards facing
component of the dipole parallel to the surface normal to become more positive for NaF/P3HT,

and less positive for NaF/PCBM. Although the possible water content is clearly undesirable
for OPV devices the changes in interfacial dipole induced by deposition method could have an
effect on charge injection in OPV devices as the dipole is one of the proposed and accepted
mechanisms enhancing electron injection into the electrode7. We believe further experiments
with testing devices would only be appropriate for thin NaF layers, as the thick layers were
seen to induce fluorination of the organic materials and damage the conjugated π states of
PCBM. This fluorination of the organic materials and lacking conjugated structure in the
fullerene with thick layers of NaF could possibly be part of the reason for the drastic differences
in device efficiency noted in Ahlswede’s work3 for thick layers of LiF vs. NaF, with LiF being
clearly superior for device function when a thicker interlayer was used. The enhanced ability
of NaF (compared to LiF) to induce an electron redistribution within the organic materials
could possibly be related to the enhanced performance of devices for thin layers of salt,
however further experiments involving electrode deposition are required to observe how the
electronic redistributions change once the electrode material is present.
The growth mechanism of the NaF appeared to be similar to that observed for LiF2 as shown
in the NICISS results, and it is concluded that films of the salt grow in an island-like manner
but diffusion also possibly occurs.

Supporting Information
In the supporting information XP spectra of the reference samples (NaF on Si wafers) including
tables with intensities and peak positions. Further XP spectra of NaF on PCBM and P3HT are
shown as well as ARXPS and MIES measurements of the same samples.
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Supporting Information

1: Control samples of NaF on Si wafer and Au film - XPS
Chemical composition and peak positions for the Si control sample is shown in Figures S1 and S2,
and Table S1(a). Values for the Au control sample are shown in Table S1(b). No change was seen
in the Au4f spectrum. The Na1s and F1s spectra from the Au control were shown in the main text
in Figure 1.
The NaF/Au and NaF/Si control samples revealed that no contamination was deposited with the
NaF. If there was any water in the samples after evaporation of NaF it was below the detection
limit of XPS.
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Figure S1: XP spectra of the Si2p (left) and O1s states (right) of the cleaned silicon wafer prior
to NaF deposition.

Figure S2: XP spectra of the Si2p (top left), O1s (top right), Na1s (bottom left) and F1s (bottom right)
states of the cleaned silicon wafer after 30Å NaF deposition.
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Table S1(a): Chemical composition, component ratios within each element, peak positions and
attributions for the NaF/Si control sample prior to and post NaF deposition.
Peak

Si Wafer
Attribution

Si2p3/2(1)
Si2p3/2(2)

Pristine Si

Posn and Component
(FWHM),
Intensity
(eV)
(%)

Na1s

Si
SiOx native
oxide layer
Electron
redistribution
in Si or SiOx
Reacted
native oxide
layer with
NaF
SiOx native
oxide layer
Reacted
native oxide
layer with
NaF
NaF

F1s(1)

NaF

-

-

F1s(2)

NaF

-

-

C1s(1)

Adventitious
C

Si2p3/2(3)
Si2p3/2(4)

O1s(1)
O1s(2)

99.4 (1.1)
102.9
(2.0)
-

83.0
17.0

Total
Element
Intensity
(%)
67.3 ±0.5

-

532.7
(2.0)
-

100

-

-

285.4
(3.0)

28.0 ±0.2

-

100

4.7 ±0.2
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NaF/Si

Posn and
(FWHM),
(eV)

Component
Intensity
(%)

Total
Element
Intensity
(%)
19.5 ±0.1

99.4 (1.1)
103.9
(2.0)
100.6
(1.1)

73.0
14.0

106.1
(2.0)

8.0

532.1
(2.0)
533.8
(2.0)

19.0

1073.7
(2.0)
686.2
(1.7)
688.4
(1.7)
286.2
(1.4)

100

44.5 ±0.1

58.0

28.7 ±0.1

4.0

6.5 ±0.1

81.0

42.0
100

0.8 ±0.1

Table S1(b): Chemical composition, component ratios within each element, peak positions and
attributions for the NaF/Au control sample prior to and post NaF deposition.
Peak

Au Film
Attribution

Posn and
(FWHM),
(eV)

Pristine Au

Component
Intensity
(%)

Au4f7/2

Au

Na1s

NaF

-

-

F1s(1)

NaF

-

-

F1s(2)

NaF

-

-

C1s(1)

Adventitious
C
Adventitious
C-O moiety

C1s(2)

84.0 (1.2)

100

284.7 (2.6)

73.0

288.0 (2.6)

27.0

Total
Element
Intensity
(%)
92.8 ±
0.2

7.2 ±0.2

NaF/Au

Posn and Component
Total
(FWHM),
Intensity
Element
(eV)
(%)
Intensity
(%)
84.0 (1.2)
100
25.5 ±
0.1
1073.1
100
42.6 ±0.1
(2.4)
685.9
60.0
30.9 ±0.1
(2.0)
688.2
40.0
(2.0)
287.3
(3.5)

100.0

-

The XPS intensity ratio of NaF on the control samples was found to be 1.4:1 rather than the
expected 1:1. However, this is not necessarily indicative of non-stoichiometric deposition of Na
and F. The transmission function of the electron analyser and the differences in the inelastic mean
free path (IMFP) are probably the main reason for the discrepancy in the expected and observed
XPS intensity ratio. It has to be noted that the kinetic energy of the electrons emitted from Na1s
and those emitted from F1s differ by a factor of 3. For NaF the stoichiometry cannot be verified
via other core level peaks as the Na2p binding energy overlaps that of F2s.
A single component was observed for Na1s, however two components were observed for F1s
which have been denoted F1s(1) and F1s(2) for the primary and secondary peak respectively. It is
also worth noting there are differences in the full width half maximum (FWHM) between the two
control samples. This could be indicative of differences in the NaF bonds between the two
substrates. To understand the nature of the secondary fluorine species a thorough discussion on
the nature of the NaF deposited on the controls is thus required. For both controls the F1s(2)
component was ~40% of the total fluorine intensity, which equates to ~12% of the overall sample
composition.
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If the NaF had dissociated by reacting with either of the substrates then it is to be expected that
significant chemical changes would be observed in the core levels pertaining to the substrate in
the control spectra. For NaF/Au there was no indication in the high resolution Au XP spectra that
the NaF had interacted with the Au film other than with the adventitious carbon remaining on the
surface after sputter cleaning. As the carbon contribution is only ~1% of the total composition it
does not account for the observed phenomenon. For NaF/Si the NaF had reacted with the native
oxide layer present on the silicon wafer. The native oxide peak Si2p3/2(2) was seen to be shifted
by +1.0eV, and two new states appeared at 100.6eV (Si2p3/2(3)) and 106.1eV (Si2p3/2(4)), see
Table S1(a) and Figure S2. However, given that the contributions of the new Si states are much
lower in intensity than the F1s(2) state and that the F1s spectrum of the NaF deposited onto the Si
wafer is so similar to that observed for NaF/Au it is justified to assume that the deposited NaF has
not dissociated, but has reacted to a small degree with the silicon oxide layer.
The lack of sufficient chemical reactions with the control surfaces to account for the presence of
the F1s(2) peak is a strong indication that the deposited salt is not NaF in the standard monomer
form and there is possibly some form of NaxFy clusters being deposited, although with the
techniques used in this work the nature of these possible clusters cannot be determined. Clusters
could have a different electron distribution between the various Na and F species present
depending on what the cluster conformation is1, so could explain the secondary F component given
that it is certainly not a covalent bond with the substrate.
As discussed in the work on LiF2 an accurate measure for chemical species identification is via the
binding energy difference in the core level positions. The core level Na1s and F1s peak positions
for the control samples along with values from the literature are shown in Table S2. To determine
the chemical species present the Δ(Na1s – F1s) was measured, also shown in Table S2. This
distance Δ(Na1s – F1s) for NaF has been shown in the literature with a range of values, depending
on the form of the salt.
Table S2: Core level binding energies for NaF. Note: Works which have utilized XPS for analysis
of NaF films that do not mention either the peak to peak distance or peak positions of both Na1s
and F1s are not discussed here.
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Method
Evaporated HV
conditions
Evaporated HV
conditions
Evaporated HV
conditions
Evaporated HV
conditions,
Evaporated, annealed at
400C, 30min*
Not described
**values obtained via
different spectrometers.
Rock salt
Rock salt
Theoretical Calculation
Cryo frozen from
hematite solution

Substrate
Si wafer

Na1s (eV)
1073.7

Au film

1073.1

Al
Stainless
steel
Mo film on
Si
Not
described
Dry salt
Dry salt
Koopman’s
Theorum
Dried paste
onto sample
holder

Δ(Na1s – F1s), (eV)
387.5 (for F1s(1),
385.3 (for F1s(2)
387.2 (for F1s(1),
384.9 (for F1s(2)
386.0

Reference
This work

1072.0

F1s (eV)
686.2
688.4
685.9
688.2
686.0

1076.7

689.6

387.1

Kikas4

1074.0,
1073.6*
1071.4 –
1072.8**

687.2,
686.8*
684.5 686.0**

386.8

Granath5

386.8

Nefedov6

1071.4
1071.0
1071.1

684.6
683.9
683.7

386.8
387.1
387.4

Shimizu7
Morgan8
Morgan8

1071.4

683.9

387.5

Shimizu7

This work
Kemeny3

When comparing the peak to peak values observed in this work to that in the literature it is apparent
that the values measured in this work for the primary Fs(1) peak is within the values reported in
literature for NaF and correlate well to the theoretical values obtained via Koopman’s theorem.
The primary peak F1s(1) can thus be attributed to a standard NaF conformation. The Δ(Na1s –
F1s(2)) shows the presence of a less ionic bond than standard NaF. A higher binding energy for
F1s and thus larger Δ is an indication for a less ionic bond. The F1s(2) appears to be slightly more
covalent in nature (by 0.4eV) on the Au film compared to the Si wafer.
One possibility to explain the higher binding energy of the F1s(2) component is that this
component comes from units with an excess of F. In this specific case it could be assumed that the
clusters consist of a few atoms of Na and F but with an excess in F. An excess in F would make
some of the bonds in which F is involved more covalent which is in agreement with the observed
F1s(2) binding energy. The interaction of the deposited NaF units with the surface could also
influence the F1s binding energy. However, the nature of such interaction is unclear so far. The
production of clusters without using a specific cluster source has been seen before9-10 via heating
in an oven and utilizing adiabatic expansion, and it was noted that clusters were formed
independently of the discharge conditions used to generate the evaporation. Thus it is plausible
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that clusters could also be produced when evaporating in HV vacuum conditions. As an extra note
the F1s(2) phenomenon was observed independently of evaporation temperature. A range of
evaporation temperatures were selected between 5000C-7500C to test the nature of the secondary
F species and for each temperature the same phenomenon was observed.
The peak positions of both Na1s and F1s on the controls also provides further information
regarding the nature of the NaF/Si interface. The binding energy for Na1s is 1073.7eV and outside
the range of binding energies known for chemical interactions involving the Na1s core level.11 The
high binding energy observed for the NaF/Si in the present work thus should be been interpreted
as dipole formation at the NaF/Si interface as has been described in the work on LiF.2 The presence
of an interfacial dipole would also have an effect on the observed FWHM of the photoelectron
peaks as there is generally a range of dipole strengths on a surface. Thus the broader nature of the
FWHM for NaF/Au could be attributed to reduced surface order at the interface compared to
NaF/Si.

2: Example XP spectra for NaF depositions on organic materials
Analysis of pristine organic films was performed extensively in reference2 so is not re-discussed
here. Here examples are shown of the organic spectra post NaF deposition showing the peak
positions and components present for the various photoelectron peaks of each sample, examples
shown for 30Å NaF (Figures S3 and S4) and ~1Å NaF (Figures S5 and S6) on both PCBM and
P3HT.
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Figure S3: XP spectra of 30Å NaF/PCBM sample at 0° observation angle. C1s (top left),O1s (top right),
Na1s (bottom left) and F1s (bottom right). Note the lack of peak C1s (5) for this thick NaF layer.
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Figure S4: XP spectra of 30Å NaF/P3HT sample 0° observation angle. C1s (top), O1s (mid lef), S2p (mid
right), Na1s (bottom left), F1s (bottom right). In this spectrum the S2p (3) component is small, another
example of this component can be seen in Figure S6.
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Figure S5: XP spectra of thin ~1Å NaF/PCBM 0° observation angle. C1s(top left), O1s(top right),
Na1s(bottom left), F1s (bottom right). Note the presence of the secondary F1s peak at this
deposition thickness on PCBM, this was not seen on P3HT (as shown in Figure S6).
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Figure S6: XP spectra of thin ~1Å NaF/P3HT. C1s (top), S2p (mid left), O1s (mid right), Na1s (bottom
left) and F1s (bottom right). This example was measured at 600 observation angle with respect to the
analyzer and clearly displays the presence of peaks C1s (5) and C1s (6) at this high angle as discussed in
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the main text. For C1s also note the clear absence of the high binding energy C1s (4) state for this thin
deposition. For S2p note the absence of the S2p (2) state, a larger S2p (3) component and new component
S2p (4).

3: ARXPS of NaF on PCBM and P3HT
Component analysis of PCBM photoelectron peaks for 30Å NaF on PCBM is shown in Table S3,
and the equivalent deposition of 30Å NaF on P3HT in Table S4. Other changes were observed
with ~1Å NaF/P3HT, as such this is shown in Table S5.
For depositions on PCBM there were no significant changes with angle for the thin NaF deposition.
For the thick 30Å NaF deposition the most significant change observed with angle was that the
new C1s component observed (C1s(6)) increased toward the surface, and there was also a decrease
in the primary C1s peak C1s(1) pertaining to the fullerene cage see Table S3. This correlates also
to the lack of C1s(5) at this deposition thickness and is further indication that the fullerene cage is
disrupted for the thick deposition of NaF. Angle resolved investigations on P3HT revealed other
new components in carbon and sulfur toward the surface, see Table S4 for ~1Å NaF/P3HT and S5
for 30Å NaF/P3HT.
Table S3: C1s and O1s component intensity ratios with various analysis angles for 30Å
NaF/PCBM, where the total component intensity per element is 100%. Component errors for
oxygen were a maximum of 0.3%, for carbon error was a maximum of 0.5%.
30Å NaF/ PCBM
Peak
Component
C1s
C1s(1)
C1s(2)
C1s(3)

Posn (eV)
285.0
285.8
286.9

Component Intensity with Angle (%)
00
300
450
500
550
57.5
51.1
43.0
39.9
37.4
6.7
8.5
9.2
11.0
12.1
3.0
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.6
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600
35.2
12.8
2.6

O1s

C1s(4)
C1s(5)
C1s(6)
O1s(3)
O1s(1)
O1s(2)

289.0
290.9
292.8
530.6
532.3
533.5

4.7
0.0
28.2
10.7
36.3
53.0

4.6
0.0
33.3
12.0
41.2
46.8

5.3
0.0
40.1
12.5
44.7
42.8

4.5
0.0
41.9
8.2
52.3
39.5

4.3
0.0
43.6
10.0
54.4
35.6

4.4
0.0
45.1
7.9
64.0
28.1

Table S4: C1s, O1s and S2p3/2 component intensity ratios with various analysis angles for ~1Å
NaF/P3HT, where the total component intensity per element for each film is 100%. Component
error for sulfur was a maximum of 0.3%, for carbon the error was a maximum of 0.5%.
~1Å NaF/ P3HT
Peak
Component

Component Intensity with Angle (%)
Posn (eV) 00
300
450
500
550

600

C1s

285.0
287.3
288.2
293.3
282.4
284.1
532.5
529.8
164.0
164.9
166.3
167.9

81.8
1.8
2.0
0.0
5.9
8.5
88.1
11.9
88.5
0.0
6.7
4.7

O1s
S2p3/2

C1s(1)
C1s(2)
C1s(3)
C1s(4)
C1s(5)
C1s(6)
O1s(1)
O1s(2)
S2p3/2 (1)
S2p3/2 (2)
S2p3/2 (3)
S2p3/2 (4)

95.8
2.6
1.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
92.9
2.6
4.5
0.0

95.4
2.8
1.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
94.0
1.9
4.1
0.0

95.6
2.5
1.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
94.6
0.0
5.4
0.0

95.2
2.1
1.7
0.0
1.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
98.4
0.0
1.6
0.0

94.0
1.9
2.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
95.5
4.5
91.3
0.0
5.4
3.4

Table S5: C1s, O1s and S2p3/2 component intensity ratios with various analysis angles for 30Å
NaF/P3HT, where the total component intensity per element for each film is 100%. Component
error for sulfur was a maximum of 0.3%, for carbon the error was a maximum of 0.5%.
30Å NaF/ P3HT
Peak
Component
C1s
C1s(1)
C1s(2)
C1s(3)
C1s(4)
C1s(5)

Posn (eV)
285.0
287.3
288.2
293.3
282.8

Component Intensity with Angle (%)
00
300
450
500
550
600
70.9 66.0 62.7 56.3
55.6 46.5
0.7
1.5
1.1
1.1
0.1
0.0
0.2
1.6
0.6
1.8
0.6
1.1
28.2 31.0 35.6 38.5
39.4 43.9
0.0
0.0
0
2.3
4.3
8.5
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O1s
S2p3/2

O1s(1)
S2p3/2 (1)
S2p3/2 (2)
S2p3/2 (3)

532.5
164.0
164.9
166.3

64.0
90.0
5.0
4.9

75.5
95.6
0.1
4.3

56.8
93.5
1.5
5.0

33.8
90.2
0.0
9.8

22.8
91.1
0.0
8.9

7.9
88.9
3.7
7.3

For the ~1Å NaF/P3HT (Table S4) there were multiple new components observed in the organic
film toward the surface. For sulfur there was another high binding energy component, denoted
S2p3/2 (4) at 167.9eV. For carbon there were two states denoted C1s(5) and C1s(6) located at
282.4eV and 284.1eV respectively. The secondary oxygen component was also observed in this
sample toward the surface but at a lower binding energy of 529.8eV. This combination of changes
in the near surface region could be interpreted as damage to some of the thiophene structure,
however, this would be due to the NaF dissociating and breaking bonds, and the Na1s and F1s
bonds are clearly intact from the binding energy separation between them (Table 2, main text).
Thus these changes in the organic film are attributed to redistributions of electrons through the
thiophene unit toward the surface, and possibly different sections of the polymer structure
protruding into the positive and negative regions of the interfacial dipole. A similar observation is
made for the 30Å NaF/P3HT sample (Table S5) with the C1s(5) low binding energy peak, but the
other components in this instance follow the same trend observed with the standard analysis angle.
If the NaF had indeed broken bonds in the thiophene unit on the ~1Å NaF deposition it would be
expected that this would also occur for a thicker salt deposition. The fact that this is not the case
indicates that indeed the changes in states are due to electron redistributions occurring in the
organic layer which change with thickness of NaF. The fact that it changes with different salt
thicknesses is an indication that the NaF orientation on the polymer is different with different layer
thicknesses.
4: Control samples of NaF on Si wafer and Au film - MIES
The MIE spectra for the 30Å NaF/Si and 30Å NaF/Au control spectra were dissimilar to UPS and
did not reflect the expected F1s states as can be seen in Figure S7. The MIE spectra clearly show
a range of DOS between 7-15eV on both substrates, indicating that whatever is occurring at the
outermost layer on these samples is not a straightforward case of F2p states like that in the
aforementioned literature.
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Figure S7: MIES of Au and Si controls, and with 30Å NaF deposited.

5: SVD for NaF on organic layers - MIES
For MIES of NaF/PCBM (Figure S8) the reconstructed third reference spectrum looks very similar
in shape to the NaF reference spectrum but shifted in binding energy. As such, the third reference
spectrum is believed to be caused by a change in the NaF/PCBM interfacial dipole strength with
layer thickness rather than intermediate chemical states. The weighting factors indicate that for
layers up to 4.6Å thickness the side of the dipole pointing to the outermost layer has become
slightly less positive and that this gradually changes with thickness up to 30Å NaF. The difference
in binding energy between the second and third base spectra is not large however (~0.4eV at the
maximum intensity of 9.7 and 10.1eV), which suggests that the difference in dipole strength at the
outermost layer is not large.
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Figure S8: MIES SVD base spectra (left) and weighting factors (right) for each of the sequential
depositions for NaF/PCBM.

Figure S9: MIES SVD base spectra (left) and weighting factors (right) for each of the sequential
depositions for NaF/P3HT.
For NaF/P3HT the MIES SVD results (Figure S9) also revealed a third reference spectrum which
was very similar in shape to that of the final NaF base spectrum but shifted in binding energy, so
was attributed to changes in the interfacial dipole. The weighting factors show that the third
reference spectrum has a sharp increase in contribution up to 2.3Å, but by 6.9 Å the contribution
becomes almost zero, indicating that there is no further shift induced by the interfacial dipole for
thicker layers. The difference in binding energy (and thus dipole changes) between reference
spectrum two and three was much greater in this instance, having a difference of ~2eV between
the maximum intensity points of each spectrum.
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6: NaF on organic layers - MIES
The MIE spectra for both deposition methods and organic materials (Figures S10 and S11) appear
to be dissimilar to the NaF DOS stated in the literature4, 12-14 in that there are far more states present
than just the F2p states. This difference would be partially related to the changing interfacial
dipole, but it is suspected that the features ~12eV and 13.5eV could also be indicating that a small
amount of water is present at the outermost layer for both deposition methods. Features pertaining
to water have been observed previously at around these binding energies, with the position varying
upon which state the water was in15. This could also be the reason for the MIE spectral shape
observed for the NaF/Au and NaF/Si controls (Figure S7).

Figure S10: MIES of sequential NaF depositions on PCBM, with MIES of the single 30Å
NaF/PCBM sample for comparison.
For MIES of NaF/PCBM (Figure S10) most of the spectral features between the single and
sequential depositions are the same. The difference is in the 7~9eV region, where the single
deposition shows a strong peak which is only small in the sequential depositions. This is an
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indication that the interfacial NaF/PCBM dipole is affected by the deposition method. Given we
do not know the F2p peak position for zero dipole formation on the organic layers we cannot
discuss the exact dipole strength and can only compare the relative positions. The strong presence
of the DOS in the 7~9eV region in MIES for the single deposition indicates that in some regions
of the measured surface the side of the dipole pointing to the outermost layer (i.e.: parallel to the
surface normal) is less positive for a single thick deposition than sequential depositions.

Figure S11: MIES of sequential NaF depositions on P3HT, with MIES of the single 30Å
NaF/P3HT sample for comparison.
When comparing the sequential depositions to the single deposition for NaF/P3HT the MIE spectra
do not show much of a difference in spectral shape (Figure S11). There is a small positive binding
energy shift for the DOS of the single deposition which is most easily observed with the most
prominent feature, located at 10.6eV for the single deposition and 10.1eV for the sequential
depositions. This indicates that the effect of the interfacial dipole at the outermost layer is 0.5eV
more positive for the single deposition.
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